Where is the Law School Exam Archive?

Did you know that the Law Library maintains an electronic archive of past law school exams? The exams are available only to current law students. To access the archive, logon to Blackboard. Select “Law School Community” under the “My Courses” Click on “Law Library Resources” and select “Law School Exam Archive” Available exams are listed both by course name and professor. If a course title does not appear, no exam has been submitted by the professor.

A limited number of exams are also submitted to the Law Library as each semester as print Reserves. Please visit the Access Services Desk or call 226-4450 to determine if your professor has placed an old exam on reserve.

“Information is the currency of democracy.”
~Thomas Jefferson
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Classification of the Periodical Collection
by Leanne Hillery, Catalog Librarian

As a matter of course, the Bibliographic Services Department is always busy with projects to improve the accessibility and usability of the Law Library's Collection. Our latest large scale project is the classification of the periodical collection. No more running from one end of the collection to the other to search for title changes—All related titles will be shelved together. No more searching for titles with the same subject matter in different rows of shelving — All titles within the same subject area will be shelved in the same location. Feel free to relax and browse.

The project began in July and is currently completed through the titles beginning with the letter B. As the project progresses, you will notice that the completed volumes will have call number labels. For the time being, all titles will remain in an alphabetical arrangement. Once the project is completed, the titles will be shifted into call number order with the periodicals remaining on the shelving they currently occupy.

We regret that there will be some disruption in service during the project as periodical volumes will be pulled from the shelves and processed within the Bibliographic Service Dept. If a volume you need is missing from the shelf, please ask for it at the Access Services Desk and they will retrieve it for you. We apologize for the inconvenience, but the result will be a much more functional and user friendly collection.

If you have any questions about this project or any other Bibliographic Services functions, please contact Teresa Parker-Bellamy (terepar@regent.edu), Head of Bibliographic Services or Leanne Hillery (lhillery@regent.edu), Catalog Librarian.
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